THE COUNTRY AND ITS POPULATION
their dwellings remain except the stone foundations of a few round
huts of very scant dimensions; but on the shores of the Swiss lakes
there remain thousands of piles made of tree-trunks hewn to a
point and stuck into the bed of the lake as supports for the wooden
platforms on which stood the dwellings of this people, who also
possessed axes of hard polished stone, which served them both for
cutting wood and for fighting.
They gradually gave up the use of polished stone, which was
replaced by metals without any abrupt transition. The metals
which first make their appearance in the most ancient deposits
are those which are easiest to extract from the earth and work:
gold, which occurred in a pure state in the river-sand and was
used for purposes of ornament; and afterwards copper, which was
used for implements. Next copper was alloyed with a small
quantity of tin to make bronze, which throughout the whole
duration of the Bronze Age continued to be used for almost ail
objects: axes, spear-heads, knives, bracelets, necklaces, rings, and
clasps for garments. Hundreds of thousands of these have been
found in tombs, or in the hiding-places where they had been
placed by the owner, for at that time no articles of furniture
existed in which they could have been bestowed for safe keeping,
The most striking remains of this period are the great monu-
ments composed of blocks of unhewn stone and known by Breton
names, because the most famous of them are preserved in Brittany.
Many of these consist merely of a single block of stone standing
upright upon a pointed end, and known as a menhir. Some of these
are isolated, others standing in one or more rows, The greatest
of these 'alignments' is on the plain of Garnac, running down to
the shores of the Atlantic; this formerly contained several thousand
blocks of various dimensions. The most important monuments,
known as dolmens, are tombs; the dolmen consists in a straight
passage formed of two parallel rows of stone blocks, faced with
flat slabs and ending in a chamber used as a burying-place,
Similar tombs are to be found in all countries bordering on the
sea, from Syria, through northern Africa, to Spain, France, and
England. The dolmen is a monument of the same order as the
Pyramids of Egypt, which were royal tombs. Hence the use of
such burying-places was common to all the peoples to the south
and west of the Mediterranean. As in the Egyptian tombs, the
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